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For four decades, the semiconductor industry has distinguished itself by the rapid
pace of improvement in its products. The principal categories of improvement trends
are integration level, Cost, speed, power, compactness and functionality. Most of these
trends have resulted principally from the industry’s ability to exponentially decrease the
minimum feature size used to fabricate integrated circuits. Of course, the most frequently
cited trend is in integration level, which is usually expressed as Moore’s Law (that is, the
number of components per chip doubles every 24 months).
With the aggressive scaling of the recent technologies, process variability is grow-
ing. Dealing with variability has become an integral aspect of high performance digital
integrated circuits and indispensable for first-time-right hardware and cutting-edge per-
formance [1]. Mainly two reasons can be attributed to this trend. First, critical dimension
of the circuit are scaling faster than our control on the manufacturing process, resulting in
the proportionate increase in the variability of physical dimensions, such as the effective
length of a transistor channel [2]. Second, atomic-scale randomness, e.g. variation in the
number of dopant in the transistor channel, is increasing [3]. Under these conditions, it
becomes essential for the design tools to account for the uncertainties and to design robust
circuits that are optimized for the device parameter variations.
Traditional design automation techniques (corner based techniques ) are not capable
of dealing with these fabrication variations. As a result, the design obtained may be sub-
optimal or may not even satisfy the design constraints.Thus it becomes imperative to find
new methods to handle the variations in the design flow which will be both accurate and
fast. The objective is to develop techniques to create robust design that is not prone to
the manufacturing variations and which helps in increasing the yield of the ICs.
In this work, we focus on the problem of timing analysis in the presence of fabrication
variability. Generally, the timing analysis techniques which handle timing analysis in the
presence of variability are called Statistical Static Timing Analysis due to obvious reasons.
Unlike current approaches for non-linear, non-Gaussian SSTA [4] which have numerical
components, our approach is completely analytical. We also investigate the incremental
aspects of SSTA and present (1) a fast yet accurate incremental approach (2) a method to
efficiently estimate the expected error injected by incremental SSTA, which can be used to
decide when accurate SSTA should be executed and when incremental SSTA would suffice.
Our approach (non-incremental) is about 9588 times faster than Monte Carlo whereas an
existing state of the art non-linear, non-Gaussian SSTA engine [4] is only 31.3 times faster.
Further, the Root Mean Square (RMS) error of both the approaches is comparable w.r.t.
Monte Carlo. Our incremental approach is 23 times faster than the proposed accurate
SSTA approach. Moreover, our error estimating methodology can accurately capture the
trends of error injection due to incremental SSTA.
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1.0.1 Deep Sub-micron VLSI design
For four decades, the semiconductor industry has distinguished itself by the rapid
pace of improvement in its products. The principal categories of improvement trends
are integration level, Cost, speed, power, compactness and functionality. Most of these
trends have resulted principally from the industry’s ability to exponentially decrease the
minimum feature size used to fabricate integrated circuits. Of course, the most frequently
cited trend is integration level, which is usually expressed as Moore’s Law (that is, the
number of components per chip doubles every 24 months).
With ever increasing complexity of the IC designs, the CAD tool needed to design
them need to evolve to produce better designs in the shortest possible time. Shrinking
device, dimensions, increasing manufacturing and environmental variations has made fast
design closure and high yield difficult [5].
In a chip design process, the chip designer operate between several different design
activity. In this process, the designer moves between different abstraction levels, transi-
tioning from higher to lower design representation. Design details increases at the lower
levels of design representation. Each step or task of the design process, e.g. register-
transfer-level (RTL) optimization, logic synthesis, place and route and timing verification,
is typically performed by using one or more design-software packages (Electronic Design
Automation Tools). To guarantee the integrity and correctness of the design process,
different EDA tools required to have an intricate interface between them.
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One clear line of demarcation within chip-design tasks is the separation of front-end
(logic) and back-end (physical) design activities. The front-end/back-end ”barrier” repre-
sents an important transition point for the designer, due to the importance of communicat-
ing design intent from logical- to physical-design representations. A successful transition
from front-end to back-end design is necessary for achieving timing closure – meeting the
chip’s timing constraints without expensive and time-consuming logic-synthesis/physical-
implementation iterations.
Logic synthesis is a critical part of an EDA tool suite. Originally, it was developed
in the mid 1980s. Logic synthesis tool converts the design from RTL representation,
an architectural design view, to a gate level representation, a structural design view.
Apart from converting the design to a different abstraction level, logic synthesis tool also
optimizes the design according to the user constraints, e.g. timing or area specifications.
In the logic synthesis process, the user identify a library of gate level logic cells the
synthesis tool would target, along with timing or area constraints. The synthesis tool will
convert the RTL level representation to a gate level representation which satisfy the given
timing/area constraints. The gate level design will only contain gates given in the initially
specified library.
The timing of the different paths in the chip is calculated by adding the delays of
the gate and the interconnect delays. As at the gate level the routing information is not
available, the synthesis tool would use estimates of interconnect delay. Since these delays
are only estimates, the actual delay of the net obtained after place and route step almost
always comes to be much different than the estimated delays. This poor estimation at
logic synthesis level results in the non-compliance of the chip performance to the timing
specification [6].
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Non-compliance of chip performance to the timing specification required the designer
to modify the design at the RT level, re-synthesize, and then redo the chip’s layout–
expensive operations that took huge chunks of time. Adding to the design problem was
the reality that one often needed more than one synthesis/P&R reiteration to meet timing
specification–in other words, to reach timing closure. With shrinking time-to-market cycles
and profit margins, the need for accurate timing analysis become more relevant.
For almost two decades, conventional static timing has proved to be a reliable and
efficient method for timing sign-off of digital integrated circuits. Incremental static timing
- fast computation of circuit timing when only a small portion of the design is changed -
is a key enabler of circuit optimization during logic synthesis and physical synthesis. In
recent years, the static timing paradigm has been enhanced to accommodate such deep
sub-micron effects as coupling noise, RC and RLC interconnect models, simultaneous
switching and more accurate waveform propagation.
There are three main reasons why the conventional paradigm of static timing anal-
ysis is breaking down [7].
1. The first is that critical dimensions are scaling faster than our control of them. Thus,
the variability of physical dimensions, such as the effective length of a transistor
channel, is proportionately increasing [2].
2. In previous technologies, variability was dominated by the active transistors and
gates. It was reasonable to assume that the dominant sources of variation were
strongly correlated, and therefore case analysis with relatively few process comers
provided high coverage confidence. With recent technology generations, intercon-
nect metalization has shown large variability, too. These sources of variability are
relatively uncorrelated to the former, and relatively uncorrelated from one metal
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level to another, so the number of significant and independent sources of variation
has dramatically increased. Concomitantly, the number of cases or comers required
for confident coverage has grown tremendously (exponentially).
3. Across-the-chip Linewidth Variation (ACLV), caused mainly by reticle and proximity
effects during lithography [8] and by local density effects, is increasing with each new
generation of technology. Of course, temperature and power supply gradients can
also be significant across regions of the chip.
The secondary effects like above are becoming more and more pronounced with the
decreasing device size. Some of these effects were present in the old technologies also.
But now their number and magnitude is increasing. In the old technologies, the timing
analysis was performed by analyzing the design on corner cases. With the increasing
number of secondary effects, the corner case analysis becomes impractical. Apart from
timing analysis getting too burdensome to perform, static timing analysis is also becoming
pessimistic and risky at the same time. It is pessimistic due to the bounding nature of
the methods involved for the timing analysis (worst casing). And it is risky because it is
impossible to perform a timing analysis for all possible set of corners and cases.
The solution to the above described problem is statistical static timing analysis,
which is the main topic of our work. Statistical static timing analysis will enable highly
accurate timing analysis which will allow us to achieve timing closure at a faster rate and
with the less synthesis-P&R iteration. It will also allow us to perform quantitative risk
management as statistical timing analysis will provide the probabilistic distribution of the
circuit delays. Overall statistical timing analysis will reduce pessimism, improve timing
verification turnaround time and will help in increasing parametric yield.
In this work, we try to address the fabrication variability problem in DSM VLSI
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Parameters Nominal Values 3 σ Values
Years 1997 1999 2002 2005 2006 1997 1999 2002 2005 2006
Leff [nm] 250 180 130 100 70 80 50 60 40 33
Tox[nm] 5 4.5 4 3.5 3 0.4 0.36 0.39 0.42 0.48
Vdd [V] 2.5 1.8 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.25 0.18 0.15 0.12 0.09
Vth [mV] 500 450 400 350 300 50 45 40 40 40
W [µm] 0.8 0.55 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.017 0.14 0.12 0.1
H [µm] 1.2 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.27 0.27 0.25
ρ [mΩ
2
] 45 50 55 60 75 10 12 15 19 25
Table 1.1: CMOS Technology Roadmap
design automation. We will look at the problem of timing analysis under fabrication
variability in detail. Timing analysis is one of the most critical tools in design optimization.
Under fabrication variability, it becomes hard to accurately estimate the timing of the
circuit. We will present techniques for performing timing analysis in presence of fabrication
variability.
1.0.2 Fabrication Variability: Sources and Issues
When technology scales down to nanometer, uncontrollable parameter variations will
significantly affect the circuit timing performance. As shown in table 1.1, the magnitude
of parameter variation cannot scale down as fast as the nominal values, so parameter
variation, as a percentage of nominal value, becomes larger and larger.
Circuit timing parameters are not independent to each other. They are, instead, cor-
related with each other. For example, variations in gate capacitances are not independent
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to variations in gate length. Similarly, variations in threshold voltage is not independent
to that in the gate length either.
There are two types of orthogonal fabrication variabilities:
Die-to-Die Variations Die-to-die variations, also known as global or systematic variations,
represent the parameter variations from chip to chip for the same circuit. These are
variations which are imposed on the design by the fabrication process. Within in
the same die, there is no variability in the parameters. Such cases can be analyzed
using the classic Monte-Carlo or worst case techniques. The fabrication process can
characterize the variability as a distribution for such an analysis.
Intra-Die Variations Intra-Die variation represent the parameter variation within the same
die but different locations. Due to the way circuits are manufactured, these intra-die
variations in different chip locations are also dependent to each other.
The presence of large number of varying parameters makes any form of circuit
analysis harder. The variations can be both spatially correlated or independent (random
variations). These variations can be in device parameters or in interconnect parameters.
Some trends in the interconnect and device parameter trends are given in the SIA
technology roadmap [9]. It is interesting to note that both device and interconnect vari-
ability are causing significant variability variations in delay.
The authors in [10] performed an experiment on the above device parameters to
study the variations induced by fabrication variability on the design. We note that though
the device variations somewhat stabilizes with newer technology nodes, the interconnect
variations keep increasing. This fact clearly points out the importance of handling of
both interconnect variations and device variations in all VLSI design optimization. The
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current state of the art technology are not able to predict these variability with reasonable
accuracy. In [7], the author points out:
1. Technology scaling is continuously reducing the physical dimension and the effect
of variabilities in such geometries is making the current estimating models very
inaccurate.
2. It was assumed earlier that the variations in device parameters are strongly corre-
lated, thereby reducing the number of sources of variability. However, DSM tech-
nologies shows the large number of sources of variabilities which are correlated as
well as independent. As a result, the number of sources of variabilities have increases
making any kind of analysis harder.
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Chapter 2
Introduction to Statistical Timing Analysis Engine
of each edge in the
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Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of a Statistical Timing Analysis Engine
Conventional static timing analysis program takes circuit as input and constructs
a timing graph. The delays and transition times (slew) characteristics of each gate are
provided by either of the two ways:
1. By providing Delay models
2. By computing it on fly by transistor level time-domain simulation.
The output of the static timing analysis is the slack at each primary output. The program
can also output a timing report which can detail longest (critical) paths, slack at each
gate, arrival times etc. In contrast, statistical static timing analysis(2) engine also takes
information regarding sources of variations. By modeling the uncertainty in the manu-
facturing process, the statistics of the sources of variations are produced as result. The
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output of the program is the probability distribution of the slack.
A sample output of the statistical timing analysis program is shown in 2. The
distribution in this example shows that the parametric yield of the circuit is almost 100%
for the slack of -600ps. Whereas the parametric yield drops to almost 0% for the slack of
40ps.
Figure 2.2: Sample Slack Distribution
Having slack distribution information as in figure 2.2 has many benefits:
1. In the case of binned microprocessor products, it allows the prediction of the per-
centage of chips that will fall in the high-speed high-profit bin.
2. In the case of ASICs, it allows for early decision making on risk management at chip
and board level.
Statistical timing analysis engine can work in two different types:
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Block Based Statistical Timing Analysis Propagation of arrival time and required time
through a timing graph is known as Block based timing analysis. Since block based
timing analysis works by performing breath first search on the gates of the circuit,
the complexity of this type of timing analysis engine is linear in the size of the gates
in the circuit. These types of engine lacks in capturing correlations, e.g. between
clock and a data path.
Path Based Statistical Timing Analysis Path based algorithms perform the timing anal-
ysis for each path individually. Thus this type of engine can capture correlations
better than the block based schemes. As the number of paths in the circuit can be
exponential in the number of gates present in the circuit or in the number of in-
puts in the circuit, special techniques must be employed to make this type of engine
tractable.
Regardless of a block or path basis, there are two main numerical methods employed
by statistical timers.
2.0.3 Performance-space methods
In this method [11, 12, 13], the problem of timing analysis is seen as finding the
probability of the longest of all the paths in the circuit having a delay value q, for all values
of q. On a path basis, this problem can be thought of as the integration of an N-dimensional
JPDF of path delays, where N is the number of paths in the circuit. Since integration
in N-dimensional space will be computationally expensive and might be intractable for
all practical purposes, the methods based on this technique do not integrate functions
in a N-dimensional path. Instead they use block based methods to propagate the delay
quantities across the network.
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2.0.4 Parameter-space methods
In this method [14, 15, 16], the circuit requirements such as delay are modeled as
constraint in the parameter space. This modeling is done in such a way that on one side
of the constraint the circuit is feasible and on the other side infeasible. The intersection
of all these constraints defines a feasible region of operation for the circuit. To reduce
the dimensionality of the sources of variation, mathematical techniques, e.g. Principal
component analysis or SVD-based reduction [17] can be applied. The application of these
techniques generally inject very small loss in accuracy.
2.1 Desirable attributes of a statistical timer
This section explains the required attributes of a practical statistical timer.
2.1.1 Correlations
Statistical timing engine should have capability to consider the correlations. This
attribute is must for accurate sign-off purposes. A simple example will demonstrate this
point. Suppose the chip has 50,000 latches, each with a setup and hold test. Assume that
each of the 100,000 tests has a 99.99% probability of passing. If all the tests are perfectly
correlated, the parametric yield of the circuit is 99.99%. If the tests are independent, the
yield is 0.005%! The real value of yield will be in between these two extremes (99.99%
and 0.005%).
There are many kinds of correlations which need to be considered.
1. The first type of correlation is due to re-convergent fan-outs. This type of correlation
is produced due to data paths sharing some gates along the way.
2. The second type of correlation arises due to commonality between data and clock.
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3. The third and most important source of correlation is dependence on global param-
eters. As chip-to-chip, wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot types of variability is not seen
across a single chip, the delay and slew of almost every edge in the timing graph is
correlated with every other edge’s delay and slew.
4. It is impossible for two adjacent gates to have best and worst case characteristics
with respect temperature gradients, power supply gradients and ACLV due to the
proximity. Any timer that allow even such variations for greater accuracy is being
needlessly pessimistic.
2.1.2 Bounded vs. statistical analysis
Statistical timing analysis engine should be flexible enough to allow specification of
analysis of each source of variation as bounded or statistical manner. This will help in
a situation where the amount of variation is very small for a variation. That variation
can be treated in a bounding manner. The net result of this approach will be reduce
dimensionality of the statistical timing analysis.
2.1.3 Slew and load dependence
Delay of each connection/edge in the timing graph is a function of output load and
input slew. Input slew and output load also depend on the process variation. The effect of
these secondary nature should be taken care of for accurate sign-off. Delay is non-linearly
dependent on the input slew and output load. This non-linear dependency of delay over
input slew and output load makes the statistical timing analysis more complex. As we
must propagate a probabilistic slew at each timing point (gate).
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2.1.4 Intra-die variation
A statistical timer should be able to handle intra-die variation. [18] provides a
mechanism of modeling the across the chip line variation for the algorithms having a
small number of independent sources of variability.
2.1.5 Tail of the slack distribution
The output of a statistical timing engine is a distribution of the predicted slack.
The tail of this distribution might be of significant importance based on the application
for which circuit will be used. For example, the sign-off criterion on an ASIC may be the
-3σ clock frequency. Thus the variance prediction of any algorithm that is used must be
very good. Also to have good confidence in such prediction, the accuracy of the modeling




Growing sources of variations due to fabrication has caused an increased interest
in statistical timing analysis (SSTA). The central idea in SSTA is to capture the vari-
ability by modeling delays as distributions and performing timing analysis statistically
on these distributions while capturing possible correlations that could exist between gate
delays. A lot of recent work in statistical timing analysis tries to consider the process
and environmental variabilities in performance analysis. The authors in [19] propose a
canonical first order approximate delay model that takes into account both the correlated
and independent randomness. A similar strategy is presented in [20]. A moment based
approach for capturing correlations is presented in [21]. Further developments in this area
try to improve the accuracy of SSTA by extending them to consider the non-linear depen-
dence of gate delay on global sources of variability and the non-Gaussian nature of the
variabilities themselves [4], [22], [23] . Most of these approaches model the gate delay as
a nonlinear function of global principle components (this helps in capturing correlations).
These principle components can have any probability density function and not necessarily
Gaussian.
These generalized approaches are an improvement over the traditional approaches
that assumed a linear variability model for gate delay, arrival times and Gaussian nature
of the variability [19], [20]. But, the disadvantage lies in the fact that most of these
approaches need some degree of numerical sampling which can be extremely slow. For
example, [22] uses numerical techniques for computing the tightness probabilities which
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are an integral part of computing the max of arrival times (please refer to [22] for details).
Similarly, the approach in [4] uses numerical sampling to fit a polynomial of arbitrary
degree on the arrival time of a gate. Moreover, the incremental aspects of non-linear
non-Gaussian statistical timing analysis have not been investigated in detail.
In this thesis, we propose a non-linear non-Gaussian parametric statistical timing
analysis engine which overcomes the shortcomings described above. Just like [4], we
model the gate delay and arrival times as polynomials of arbitrary degree (depending
on the choice of the designer) with global independent principle components as variables
(for capturing correlations). Like other block based approaches, we propagate timing
information topologically from primary inputs to outputs. At each node we calculate
the arrival time of the gate and approximate it using a polynomial in global principle
components. This is done by computing a MAX of the input arrival times (each of which
are polynomials), approximating the MAX as a polynomial and adding the result with the
gate delay itself (again polynomial). Unlike the existing approaches, our MAX operation
does not need any numerical sampling and is purely analytical.
Our specific contributions are enumerated below.
1. We develop a generic way of performing the MAX operation on polynomials and
of approximating the result back as a polynomial. To this end we present two
approaches 1) algebraic 2) probabilistic. Neither of these approaches need numerical
sampling. The probabilistic approach is more accurate but slower than the algebraic
approach.
2. We develop the theory of incremental SSTA for non-linear non Gaussian case. To this
end we propose 1) a method for fast and incrementally generating the new timing
information for minor changes in the circuit graph 2) a technique for predicting
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the current expected error in the timing estimate given a history of incremental
SSTA iterations. This can be used to decide when the incremental SSTA should be
executed and when the error is too much and accurate SSTA should be executed.
The techniques presented in this thesis are not limited to any specific degree of the
polynomial approximation and are generic. From our experiments we found that our alge-
braic approach is on average 9588 times faster than Monte Carlo, whereas the numerical
approach of [4] is only 31.3 times faster. Both the approaches had similar RMS error.
Also, our proposed probabilistic approach results in much smaller errors when compared
with the algebraic approach, but the gains in speed up is relatively lesser (average 81 times
fast than Monte Carlo). On the average, Our incremental SSTA approach could generate
the timing information 23 faster than the more accurate algebraic approach without a sig-
nificant increase in error. We also propose a methodology for capturing the error injected
in the incremental SSTA. This could be used to decide when accurate SSTA is needed and
when incremental is sufficient. We found that our approach could accurately capture the
trends in the accurate value of the error injected in incremental SSTA.
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Chapter 4
Gate Delay and Circuit Modeling
We model the gate delay as a polynomial in independent process parameters, ob-
tained through principal component analysis . This approach is similar to various existing
approaches as in [20], [22] etc. If we represent independent process parameters as x,y,z,
and w, then the delay of a gate i can be expressed as:
Di = poly(x, y, z, w) (4.1)
Where poly(x,y,z,w) means a polynomial in the given parameters. Although in this thesis
we will assume all delay and timing characteristic to be of degree two, it should be clear
from the explanation that our approach is not limited to degree two polynomials only and
can be extended for higher degree polynomials.
We represent gate delay Di for gate i as a general second order polynomial:





+ c10xz + c11xw + c12yz + c13yw + c14zw + c15 (4.2)
Each of x, y, z, and w will have an underlying probability density function which is
not necessarily Gaussian. Therefore, we can model the non Gaussian aspect of SSTA
effectively.
We model a digital circuit with a directed acyclic graph(DAG), G. Gates of the
circuit are represented as nodes of the graph and the connections between gates are rep-
resented as edges between the nodes of the graph. A delay is associated with every gate.
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Figure 1 shows a gate in the circuit with k fan-ins. The arrival time at fan-in i of a gate is
represented as Ai. The delay of the gate is represented as D. As we represent gate delay
as a polynomial, following the same strategy we would also like to represent the arrival
time as a polynomial. Thus the arrival time and the delay of the gate i can be represented
by the following equations:
Ai = poly(x, y, z, w) ∀i ∈ fanin (4.3)











Figure 4.1: SUM and MAX Computation
in the DAG to transform the DAG into a single source- single sink DAG. The dummy
source node is connected to all the primary input nodes, nodes having zero fan-ins. In a
similar fashion, we connect all the primary output nodes, nodes having zero fan-outs, of
the circuit to the dummy sink node. Polynomial modeling of gate/arrival times allows us




In this section we will describe the algorithm for the calculation of the arrival time
of the circuit.
The arrival time of the circuit is the arrival time at the sink node. It is obtained by
topologically traversing the nodes of the graph and calculating arrival time at each node.
The arrival time at a node is calculated by the following two steps:
1. For every fan-in of the node calculate the SUM of the arrival time at that fan-in
and the node delay.
2. Find the MAXIMUM among all the arrival times computed in the first step.
Step 1 of the above algorithm contains a ”SUM” operation and the step 2 consist a ”MAX-
IMUM” operation. As we represent the gate delays and arrival times as polynomials, both
of these operations should be defined for polynomials.
5.0.6 SUM operation
SUM operation computes the addition of two polynomials: arrival time at the fan-in
of the current node and the node delay. The coefficients of the resultant polynomial are
the sum of the corresponding coefficients in arrival time Ai and node delay D. For each
fan-in i, the result of the SUM operation is denoted by Aio:
Aio = Ai + D ∀i ∈ fanin (5.1)
As this step does not include any approximations, it is free from any error.
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5.0.7 MAXIMUM operation
The MAXIMUM operation finds the maximum of the set of K arrival time polyno-
mials, obtained though the SUM operation (K is the number of fan-ins), and approximate
it to a polynomial .
Ao = MAX(A1o, A2o, . . . , AKo) ≈ poly(x, y, z, w) (5.2)
We compute the maximum of the K polynomials iteratively. It means that we first com-
pute the maximum of A1o and A2o and then the maximum of the resultant polynomial
and A3o and so on. We do this till we find the maximum polynomial for the whole set.
Thus, the problem of finding the maximum of K polynomials is reduced to finding the
maximum of two polynomials. The MAX operation, as suggested in [4] could be polyno-
mially approximated using regression. This regression was driven by numerical sampling
and was therefore very slow. In the next few subsections, we outline our approach for
MAX approximation which does not uses any numerical sampling.
Let’s suppose there are 2 polynomials A and B whose maximum we would like to
find. Then, the maximum of A and B can be represented as:
MAX(A,B) =
A + B + |A − B|
2
(5.3)
We can easily get the sum of A and B polynomials by SUM operation. This implies that
to obtain the maximum of A and B as a polynomial, we only have to represent |A − B|
as a polynomial.




The approximation of |A−B| as a polynomial is done in following three steps. Each
step of the algorithm will be explained later in detail.
1. We calculate the range of polynomial A − B. Note that since A and B are both
polynomials, A − B will also be polynomial. We define ”range” of a polynomial as
the maximum and minimum values of the polynomial over the entire range of its
variables. Based on the range of the polynomial A − B, there can be 3 cases:
(a) The range of the polynomial A − B is positive. In this case, |A − B| simply
becomes A − B. Thus, no computation is involved for this case.
(b) The range of the polynomial A − B is negative. In this case, |A − B| simply
becomes B − A. For case (a) and (b), the algorithm to compute |A − B| as
polynomial ends here. As case (a) and case (b) do not make any approximations
and do not involve any computation, they do not introduce any error in the
scheme and result in high speed up of the algorithm.
(c) In this case, the maximum value of the polynomial A − B is greater than zero
and the minimum value of the polynomial is less than zero. For this case, we
perform step 2 and 3.
2. Let’s represent A−B by P. As we know the range of P from step 1, we approximate
|P | by a higher degree polynomial in ”P” using regression. As it would be clear, this
step does not require any numerical sampling.
3. Since P (or, A-B) is a polynomial in x, y, . . . , w; a higher degree polynomial in P
will also be a polynomial in x, y, . . . , w. At this step, we use regression to approxi-
mate higher degree polynomial obtained in the step 2 to a quadratic polynomial in
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x, y, . . . , w. Once again, no sampling is required at this step. Also it should be
noted that the use of quadratic polynomial as the final fit for the arrival
times is purely our choice and any degree polynomial can be used instead.
We would like to point out that direct approximation of the mod function into a
quadratic is not feasible without numerical sampling. That is exactly why we have an
intermediate step (step 2) so that numerical sampling could be avoided.
Now we describe all the three steps of the algorithm in detail:
Step 1: Range Calculation
Given the range of input parameters x, y, z, w, we calculate the range (maximum
and minimum value) of the polynomial A−B by evaluating the partial derivative of A−B
with respect to x, y, z and w respectively and equating them to zero.
∂(A − B)
∂x
= fx(x, y, z, w) = 0 (5.4)
∂(A − B)
∂y
= fy(x, y, z, w) = 0 (5.5)
∂(A − B)
∂z
= fz(x, y, z, w) = 0 (5.6)
∂(A − B)
∂w
= fw(x, y, z, w) = 0 (5.7)
Solving the equations 5.4,5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 for x,y,z and w gives a point for maxima
or minima of the polynomial (A − B). We compute the value of the polynomials at this
point as well as at the boundary surfaces over the range of input parameters . As a result,
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we get the range of the polynomial A−B. We would like to stress that if we get the range
of the polynomial to be either negative or positive entirely, then the algorithm to compute
|A − B| will stop at this step.
Step 2: Conversion to Higher Degree Polynomial
Now we will explain the step 2 of the algorithm for finding the |A − B|. In this
step, we convert |A−B| to a higher degree polynomial by reducing the Root Mean Square
(RMS) error of approximating the |A − B| to a polynomial.
We approximate |A − B| by an approximating polynomial, Z, of degree N in P(or,
A − B) :
Z = (q0 + q1P + . . . + qNP
N ) ≈ |P | (5.8)
Where q0, q1, . . . qN are coefficients of the degree N approximating polynomial.
If we represent RMS error of the approximation as R and the range of the polynomial
P as r1 and r2. As we know the range of the polynomial P, we can integrate the RMS




(|P | − (q0 + q1P + . . . + qNP
N ))2 dP (5.9)
In order to minimize the RMS error of approximation, we evaluate the partial deriva-
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(|P | − (q0 + q1P + . . . + qNP
N ))PNdP = 0
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Thus, we get a matrix equation in the form XQ = Y where we would like to get the value
of Q matrix. Note that the each term in the X matrix is of the form:
∫ r2
r1







Therefore, X matrix can be calculated without any numerical sampling unlike [4].
The elements of matrix Y contains the mod function, but because we know the range of
P (or, A−B), we can calculate this matrix easily. For example, the integration of the last
element of the matrix Y can be computed as:
∫ r2
r1
PN |P | dP =
∫ 0
r1
PN (−P ) dP +
∫ r2
0








Since calculation of matrix X and matrix Y requires no numerical sampling, the
matrix Q can be calculated without numerical sampling. Our approach is entirely different
from the approach followed in [4] where a sampling based approach was implemented to
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get the system of matrix equation for finding the maximum of two polynomials. Our
approach is purely analytical and thus performs fast computation of MAX(A,B).
Increasing the degree, N, of approximating polynomial results in greater accuracy
but it affects the runtime. For example, for the degree 2 ( degree 2 in P, degree 4 in x,y,z,w)
approximating polynomial Z, the number of elements in X matrix are 9(3 × 3) whereas
for degree 3 approximating polynomial the number of elements are 16( 4 × 4). Thus,
the complexity of this step increases quadratically with the degree of the approximating
polynomial, but at the same time the quality of the solution improves. In our experiment,
we found N = 3 to be an ideal value. Therefore, the polynomial approximation of |P |, Z,
is of degree 3 in P and is of degree 6 in x, y, . . . , w, assuming A and B both are order 2
polynomials.
At this step we have a higher degree approximating polynomial which represents
|A − B|.
Step 3:Converting higher degree polynomial to degree two polynomial
After getting a higher degree polynomial representing |A − B| in step 2, the next
step of the algorithm is to convert it to degree two polynomial, so that the polynomial
approximation of |A−B| remains quadratic. This conversion is done by reducing the Root
Mean Square (RMS) error of approximating the higher degree polynomial to a degree two
polynomial. This approach is similar to the approach followed in the step 2.
Though in this thesis we have assumed the degree of the approximating polynomial
as two, note that the designer performing SSTA can select different degrees of approxi-
mating polynomial (while following the same methodology).
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Suppose that the second degree polynomial approximating |A − B| is C, then:
C = ax + by + cz + dw + ex2 + fy2 + gz2 + hw2 + ixy
+ jxz + kxw + lyz + myw + nzw + o (5.14)
So if we represent the RMS error of representing the higher degree polynomial Z (refer
equation 5.8) to a second degree polynomial C by R1 then,
R21 =
∫





. Hereafter, the same convention has been followed in the thesis
whereas necessary and the context should be clear by the number of principal components
,e.g. dx, present in the equation.

















(Z − C) dx dy dz dw = 0 (5.18)
Rearranging these equation and substituting the value of C from equation 5.14 gives:
∫
Zxdx dy dw dz =
∫
ax2 dx dy dz dw
+
∫
bxy dx dy dz dw + . . . +
∫
ox dx dy dz dw (5.19)
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∫
Zy dx dy dw dz =
∫
axy dx dy dz dw
+
∫
by2 dx dy dz dw + . . . +
∫
oy dx dy dz dw (5.20)
...
∫
Z dxdy dw dz =
∫
ax dx dy dz dw
+
∫
by dx dy dz dw + . . . +
∫
o dx dy dz dw (5.21)














x2 dx dy dz dw
∫
xy dx dy dz dw . . .
∫
x dx dy dz dw
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xy dx dy dz dw
∫
y2 dx dy dz dw . . .
∫
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∫
























































Zxdx dy dz dw
∫
Zy dx dy dz dw
...
∫














Thus we get a system of matrix equations in the form XQ = Y . Again, note that the X
and Y matrix can be calculated without using sampling, as shown in step 2. For example,
in the X matrix, the value
∫
xydxdydzdw can be calculated easily since we know the
range of the parameters x,y,z,w and they are independent. Similarly in the Y matrix,
the value
∫
Zxdxdydzdw, would also be computed analytically since Z is a high order
polynomial. Therefore without using any sampling, the regression operation could be
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performed. Replacing value of the polynomial C in the equation 5.3 for |A − B|, we can
get MAX(A,B).
Probabilistic Approximation
In algebraic approach, we have not considered any probability density function for
the input variable x, y, z,. . . , w. This may result in significant approximation error if the
probability distribution functions of the variables are not uniform. In the probabilistic
approach to approximate the |A − B| as polynomial we consider the probability density
functions of the variables x, y, z,. . . , w. The basic idea is to perform polynomial fitting
in such a way that the error at points which are more probable is lesser compared with
improbable points, thereby reducing the overall error.
The probabilistic approximation approach is very similar to the algebraic approx-
imation approach and contains the same 3 steps. We can use the probability density
function of the input variables in the second and third steps of the algorithm to improve
the quality of the result.
PDF Consideration in Second Step: To include the probability density consideration





(|P | − (q0 + q1P + . . . + qNP
N ))2 Pr(P ) dP (5.23)
Where Pr(P) is the probability density function of P, or A-B. Though we know
the probability density function of the input variables x, y, z, . . . , w, we don’t know the
probability density function of P. So in this step, we ignore the probability densities. Thus
our algorithm remain same for the second step as compared to the algebraic approach. At
the end of the second step we get a higher degree polynomial Z, approximating |A − B|.
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PDF Consideration in Third Step For the third step of the algorithm, let’s assume
that the probability density functions of variables x, y, z,. . . ,w are Prx, P ry, P rz and Prw.
If we represent the RMS error of representing the higher degree polynomial Z to a second
degree polynomial C, represented by equation 5.14, by R2, then,
R22 =
∫
[(Z − C)2Pr(x)Pr(y)Pr(z)Pr(w)] dx dy dz dw (5.24)
Similar to algebraic approach, we partially differentiate R22 w.r.t. to the coefficients










































































































. The principal components dx, dy, dz, and dw has been
removed for brevity. Once again we get a matrix system of the form XQ=Y. The ele-











wdPrwdw. Knowing all the moments of the random
variables x,y,z,w, we can very easily calculate this value. This does not need any sampling.
A similar argument would hold for the Y matrix as well. But for some arbitrary PDF for
x, y, z, . . . , andw sampling may become necessary. In that case we would suggest to follow
the algebraic approach.
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Replacing value of the polynomial C in the equation 5.3 for |A − B|, we can get
MAX(A,B).
Again the probabilistic approximation approach does not use any sampling for cal-
culating the polynomial approximation of |A−B|. The analytical evaluation of the arrival
time polynomial is a significant contribution of our approach.
5.0.8 Considering Local Randomness
The previous discussion assumed that the gate delay polynomials do not have any
local randomness. Latest work on SSTA assumes that such an uncorrelated random com-
ponent exists and can be represented as follows
Di = poly(x, y, z, w) + Rir (5.26)
where r is an uncorrelated random component (typically modeled as a standard nor-
mal variable) and Ri the corresponding coefficient (variance). The approach of considering
this component is similar to other existing approaches. In the SUM operation
D1 + D2 = poly1(x, y, z, w) + R1r1 + poly2(x, y, z, w)R2r2 (5.27)
which can be rewritten as





where poly is simply the polynomial obtained by the usual SUM operation. The new





1) as the sum of R1r1 and R2r2. In the MAX operation, through
regression we can get a polynomial approximation assuming r1 and r2 are additional
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variables and represent the arrival time in the form of equation 5.27 which can then be
further simplified using equation 5.28. Note that this is very similar to the approaches





Physical synthesis programs often require the timing analysis tool to be called many
times after one or more changes has been made to the circuit. To deal with the requirement
of running the timing analysis many times for small changes in the circuit and providing
accurate timing information at a considerable speed, we implemented a incremental timing
analysis engine.
In this section, we investigate the incremental aspect of non-linear, non-Gaussian
SSTA. As suggested in [19], any change in the gate delay need need to be reflected only in
the fan-in/fanout cone of the design. We focused on incremental SSTA from the following
perspectives:
1. Given a circuit, assume that we know the associated timing information of the
circuit. Now let the delay of some gate changes, then how do we generate the timing
information of the circuit, incrementally and as fast as possible.
2. Let us suppose we have made several changes in the circuit, each followed by an
incremental SSTA. There will be a point at which there will be too much error
accumulated in the timing information of the circuit. At this stage we would like to
redo the entire timing information accurately. To this end, we would like to predict
when the accumulated error is above a user specified threshold at which point the
timing information needs to be redone.
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6.0.9 Incremental Timing analysis algorithm
Our incremental timing analysis approach is based on the same general SSTA frame-
work as described in section 5. But as the incremental timing analysis refers to the sit-
uations in which only few gate delays have been changed, it is not necessary to perform
the SSTA from the source node to the sink node. To this end we start with the gate that
is earliest in the topological-ordering whose delay has changed and propagate forward.
Similar approaches has been followed in [19] but for linear and Gaussian approximation.
Let’s assume that we have a gate whose fan-ins have arrival time A and B. Now
assume that the arrival times at the fan-ins are changed to A+ δA and B + δB, where δA
and δB are change in the arrival times and are also polynomials. So, the current arrival
time at the output of the gate, C can be written as:
C = MAX(A + δA,B + δB) (6.1)
Using the equation 5.3 for representing the maximum of two polynomial, we can write:
C =






|A + δA − B − δB| − |A − B|
2
(6.2)
Now we approximate |A + δA − B − δB| into a higher order polynomial (as step
two), we already have a higher order polynomial for |A − B| which we computed already
in previous iteration. Therefore |A+δA−B−δB|−|A−B| can be represented as a higher
order polynomial. At this point instead of performing quad-regression (step3) we perform
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a linear regression which is much faster. Note that MAX(A,B) and other components of
the above equation are already known in polynomial form. Rest of the timing analysis
approach remains the same.
6.0.10 Error Measurement
In order to avoid excessive accumulation of error after many runs of incremental
SSTA, we would like to know how does the error accumulation increase from one run of
incremental SSTA to another. This can be used to decide when accurate SSTA needs to
be executed. To this end, we develop an analytical way of estimating the expected error
due to incremental SSTA. Let us suppose we are doing the incremental MAX at a gate.
Let the fan-in arrival times be A + eA and B + eB where eA and eB are the errors. These
errors could be generated from incremental MAX of previous iterations or the current
iteration. Assume that we know E(eA) and E(eB) (the expected values of the errors).
Then, we would like to find out expected value of error in the arrival time of the pertinent
gate ( E(Pe) )
E(Pe) = E[MAX(A + eA, B + eB) − MAX(A,B)] (6.3)
Where MAX(A,B) is the accurate value of the arrival time. Note that in the equation
6.3, the only known quantities are A + eA, E(eA), A + eB ,and E(eB). Therefore, in order
to measure EPe, we need to generate an estimate for A,B.
Let’s suppose:
Aappx = A + eA − E(eA) (6.4)
Bappx = B + eB − E(eB) (6.5)
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Till this point we have assumed the the approximation error in the MAX function is











Where ǫ is the approximation error in the MAX operation due to incremental SSTA.
There can be following 4 cases:
1. A + eA − B − eB > 0 and Aappx − Bappx > 0
2. A + eA − B − eB > 0 and Aappx − Bappx < 0
3. A + eA − B − eB < 0 and Aappx − Bappx < 0
4. A + eA − B − eB < 0 and Aappx − Bappx > 0
As Aappx and Bappx are the approximation to A and B respectively, for the first case the
















Similarly, for the second, third and fourth cases: E(Pe2) = E
(











, E(Pe4) = E
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Note that expected value of the sum of random numbers is same as the sum of
the expected values (this is true even if the random numbers are correlated). Therefore
knowing E(Aapprox), E(eA), E(ǫ) (calculation of E(ǫ) is elaborated subsequently) etc. the
above expectations could be calculated easily. Now A,Aapprox, B,Bapprox etc. are poly-
nomials. Calculating the expected value of a polynomial in independent parameters with
known densities is straightforward, and therefore not elaborated upon. Thus we can easily
calculate the above expectations.
For calculating the E(ǫ), the approximation error of our MAX operation (due to
linear regression in incremental mode instead of polynomial), we consider the three steps
of our algorithm, i.e. range calculation, conversion to higher degree polynomial and con-
version of higher degree polynomial to degree two polynomial. The first two steps of the
algorithm are highly accurate. This means that the error introduced in the MAX oper-
ation is the error injected during the third step of the algorithm, i.e. the conversion of
higher degree polynomial Z to a degree 1 polynomial C (in case of incremental mode).
Thus the expected value of epsilon can be written as:
E(ǫ) = E(Z − C) (6.9)
Once again since Z-C is a polynomial, its expectation can be easily calculated.
Now, if we assume that the probability of case one, two, three and four are Pr1,
Pr2, Pr3, Pr4 (note that these are joint probabilities). Then,
E(Pe) = E(Pe1) ∗ Pr1 + E(Pe2) ∗ Pr2 + E(Pe3) ∗ Pr3 + E(Pe4) ∗ Pr4 (6.10)
Now, calculation of individual probabilities requires computing the joint probability
of the form Pr1 = Probability(A + eA − B − eB > 0 andAappx − Bappx > 0). Note that
this is equivalent to computing the joint probability on two polynomials. A latest work in
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[24] presents a moment matching based approach for calculating these probabilities (for
brevity we omit the details). Note that in this calculation we have ignored the conditional
expectation.
This completes the description of the methodology to estimate the expected error
in the arrival time of a gate, given the expected error in the input arrival time and
the inaccurate MAX operation. Now, while performing the incremental SSTA, we can
propagate the expected error with each arrival time signal in topological order. Note that
the SUM operation does not change the expected error since it is always accurate. After
this propagation, we check the expected error at the sink node and decide we need to
rerun the accurate SSTA or keep the current estimate from incremental SSTA. Note that
this methodology considers the error injected due to both the current run of incremental




For experiments, we generated the gate delay polynomials as follows. The gate delay





Now, we assumed variability in threshold voltage Vth for each gate with a variance
of 10%. This can be due to the gate length variation which is typically correlated and the
dopant fluctuation which is typically uncorrelated. Just for the sake of getting data we
assumed that the threshold voltage of a gate could be broken into 4 components
Vthi = a1 Vth1 + a2 Vth2 + a3 Vth3 + a4 Vth4 + a0 (7.2)
Each of these basic components corresponds to the four corners of the chip. The
coefficients are scaled such that 1) the overall variance is 10% and the individual values
represent the distance of the gate from the four corners. Two gates that are placed closer
to each other will have similar values of the coefficients and therefore their thresholds
variability would be correlated. The mean threshold was 0.3V. To generate quadratic
gate delay model w.r.t. the four components, we did Monte Carlo sampling to get a large
number of data points followed by quad-regression. This gave us gate delay polynomials
with the above-mentioned four components as variables. We would like to stress that
this was just one way of generating spatially correlated data. Even [4] follows a similar
approach. Our technique of course is generic and can be used as long as gate delays
are polynomials in global principle components. We implemented our SSTA approach
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Bench M.C. Our Alg Sampling based Approach
Runtime Runtime Speedup rms Error Runtime Sppedup rms Error
C432 51091 7 7298 0.00435 2550 20 0.00183
C1355 161337 15 10755 0.00246 4744 34 0.00445
C1908 223158 12 18596 0.00436 4717 47 0.00230
C499 167172 16 10448 0.00189 4773 35 0.00100
C880 133981 9 14886 0.83000 4326 30 0.83000
i1 5586 2 2793 0.00040 423 13 0.00100
i2 81245 11 7385 0.00150 2725 29 0.00270
i3 63521 14 4537 0.00140 1616 39 0.00180
Average 9588 0.1070 31 0.1060
Table 7.1: Comparison between Algebraic and Sampling based approach
Benchmark Monte Carlo Probabilistic Approach Algebraic Approach
Runtime Runtime Speedup rms Error Runtime Sppedup rms Error
C432 53566 636 84 0.0193 7 7652 0.0699
C1355 171829 2828 60 0.0471 15 11455 0.0732
C1908 238328 2362 101 0.0761 12 19860 0.2687
C499 169607 2549 66 0.0752 16 10600 0.0981
C880 139499 587 237 0.1084 9 15499 0.1084
i1 5646 181 31 0.0011 2 2823 0.1820
i2 80880 1772 45 0.0353 11 7352 0.0683
i3 62888 2767 22 0.0391 14 4492 0.7119
Average 81 0.0502 9967 0.2000
Table 7.2: Comparison between Probabilistic and Algebraic Approach
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Bench Algeb Incremental
Runtime Runtime Speedup rms Error
C432 266 47 5.65 0.0112
C1355 210 56 3.75 0.002
C1908 420 24 17.50 0.005
C499 546 80 6.82 0.003
C880 308 8 38.50 0.010
i1 56 1 56.00 0.001
i2 238 17 14.00 0.007
i3 266 7 38.00 0.012
Average 22.53 0.0064
Table 7.3: Comparison between Accurate and Incremental Approach
in sis [25]. We used an academic placement tool (CAPO [26]) to get a valid placement
for each benchmark. The placement information was needed for setting the appropriate
coefficients.
We experimented with the following cases 1) We compared our Algebraic approach
(explained in section 5) with that of [4] that consists of a numerical approach and with
Monte Carlo. In this experiment we assumed that the underlying parameters have a
uniform PDF 2) We compared our Probabilistic approach assuming Gaussian probability
distribution function for the underlying parameters with Monte Carlo and with algebraic
approach 3) We performed the incremental SSTA and compared its error and runtime
with that of our accurate SSTA approach.
Table 7.1 shows the experimental results for the comparison of our Algebraic ap-
proach with the numerical based max approximation in [4]. The runtime and error are
compared with Monte Carlo results. Algebraic, Numerical MAX [4] and Monte Carlo
essentially generate three timing CDFs (cumulative distribution functions). We report
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the RMS errors between the three CDFs with Monte Carlo as reference. Both our and [4]
used quadratic polynomials. It can be seen that our analytical approach is much faster
than the current state of the art approach of [4] and the errors compared with Monte
Carlo is very similar in both cases. It can be seen that our non-numerical approach gave a
speed up of 9588 over Monte Carlo and [4] gate an average speed up of 31.30. Clearly our
approach is extremely fast with very comparable RMS errors. It should also be noted that
the speedup factor of our approach becomes higher for the larger circuits. This makes our
approach of doing non linear non Gaussian SSTA is very accurate and practical.
Table 7.2 compares the probabilistic and algebraic approaches with Monte Carlo as
reference, assuming Gaussian nature of the underlying parameters. It can be seen that
although the speedups are lesser, the error of the probabilistic approach is smaller when
compared with algebraic approach. However the speedup of probabilistic approach still
remains significant. The average speedup of Probabilistic approach to Monte Carlo is 81.
Table 7.3 shows the experimental results for our approach for incremental SSTA. In
this experiment, we compare our incremental approach with the Algebraic approach. We
randomly changed the delay of five gates in the circuit and used the incremental approach
to generate the new timing information and also used the Algebraic approach to do the
same. In this table we report RMS error and the speed with algebraic approach as the
reference. It can be seen that for small changes in the timing circuit, our incremental
approach results in better runtime but little increase in error.
As explained in the section 6.0.10, after many changes in the timing graph, the error
may become over-overwhelming and we may need to re-run accurate SSTA. We proposed
an analytical methodology of fast calculation of the error accumulation due to incremental
SSTA after many iterations. Figure 7.1 shows the quality of the proposed methodology.
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Essentially, in each iteration we randomly changed the delays of about 5 gates and used
incremental SSTA and the proposed method to calculate the expected error. We report
the estimated error from one iteration to the other. We also report the accurate expected
error calculated by compared the timing CDF generated by incremental approach and the
algebraic approach. It can be seen that although, in an absolute sense the predicted and
the accurate expected errors are not the same, the trends are still captured. Therefore,
the proposed methodology could still be used to decide when accurate SSTA is needed
and when incremental SSTA is good enough.













Figure 7.1: Predicted and Exact Error
7.1 Conclusion
In this work we proposed an efficient (non numerical), accurate methodology for
performing non linear non Gaussian SSTA. We compared our methodology with the state
of the art approaches and report massive gains in runtime with minimal impact on er-
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